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THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.
VAN CLEEF'S INDEX TO ANTIPHON.

Index Antiphonteus, composuit FKANK LOUIS
VAN CLEEF, P H . D . Published for Cornell

University.
vi. + 173.

Boston, U.S.A., 1895. Pp.

THIS excellent volume is No. V. of the Cornell

figures are found in the Addenda, which is
creditably small. Another great convenience
in the study of the orator's vocabulary is
the statement, under each simple verb, of
the compound forms in which it occurs.
The compiler has adhered so closely to the
text of Blass's second edition (Teubner, 1881),
that MS. variants and editorial conjectures
have perhaps not been recorded as completely
and consistently as one might wish. In the

Studies in Classical Philology. It is not,
in the strict sense, a lexicon, for, except in
rare cases, it contains no definitions. To
take the place of these, each word is cited
with its context, as in Dobson's edition of case of r/vpov, /J.t<reyyv&<i>, oiKTtpo), MvriA^raios,
the Oratores Attici (London, 1828, I. pp. we have, to be sure, notices of the MSS. spell151-178), so that the syntactic relation of ing evpov, fi.iTtyyvdu>, oiKTtipio, MmjAi^j, etc.,
every word is shown at a glance. The omis- but under /ti/tvjJo-KO) and a.va/j.ifjLvrja-Ku>, 'Hptosion of unimportant words in the context is 8175, and <ra>£u>, no notice of the fact that the
indicated by asterisks, or, when more than codices consistently omit iota subscript.
five consecutive words are omitted, by lines. Under O-<£OTT(O, Jernstedt's contention that
The citations are given with unusual care, <r<£a£u> is the only possible form in the first
but it may be pointed out that ayavaKreiv in five orations is disregarded. There should
iv. /J 1 (vid. s. h. v.) does not depend on also be noticed, under 'A/twias, Jernstedt's
TJOCXOV, as one might at first sight suppose proposal of 'Afieiviw!', and under AinroXtia,
from Dr. Van Cleef's citation, but on 8OKS>, Scheibe's emendation, of iv AinroXeiois for
and further, it represents a potential opta- iv rrj 7TOA« (vi. 39), based on Harpocration.
tive, so that av should have been quoted
Some misprints must inevitably occur in
with it. It is correctly given under av, at a work involving such labour. A few are
page 10. Again, it is not quite accurate to here noted : for 'A/MreAivos (lemma), read
enter av irpd^uv under av iii. B (p. 10), where 'A/«re\ivos; s. /?id£o/x,ai, for j8ia£d//.oi'os read
cases of av with the infinitive representing y3ia£oju,ei/os; for dva/3oeu> (lemma), read dvaan optative are recorded.
ftodui; s. aTTOKpivofMi, for diroKpi/aeVou read
The forms of words and the parts of
verbs are entered in their order as usually
observed in grammars and dictionaries, but

d.TroKpivofj.ivov; for
iLKatfa;

ilKatta (lemma),

read

S. ip(OT<x<i), f o r iptavTu>VT<ov r e a d epio-

Ttavrov; s. 1S0C, read ISov (6is) ; s. KOO'/IOS, for
we note that aTreiprj/xai and trpotiprjfLaL formeTrcAire, read eWAnre ; s. dXiTrjpws (sic), read
lemmas by themselves, and are not referred aAiTrjpios throughout the article; s. o/iopocpws,
to under dirayopevu) and Trpoayopevo), although read o^wpo^tos (bis); s. a-^erAia^<«, correct
a.Trfj\0ev, eioyXOev, and virijXOtv are found o-/c€TAid£et. A few other errors in accents
under oTrip^ofLai, eitrcp^o^at, and vTrip^ojiai and breathings occHir.
respectively, forms which do not occur.
Praise is due to the work for its thoroughThere is also some inconsistency in making ness, clearness, and neatness of arrangea lemma of SIO/IVD/MI, not Siofivvfu (which ment. The author purposes to issue similar
does not occur), whereas TtOvrjKa is entered indices which, in the case of the orators
under Ovrjariaa, a form which is of course especially, will doubtless be of great service.
always replaced by aTroOvr'/a-KU).
There are good indices to the complete
•> A few definitions are given wherever it is orators in Baiter and Sauppe's and in C.
necessary, to distinguish different senses in Miiller's editions, but these contain chiefly
which a word is used, as, for example, under only the proper names, of which there are
avr\p,fiovXeva),euros, p-rjv. A t the end of each hardly above fifty in Antiphon. No index
article a figure in parenthesis indicates the we know of is as complete and serviceable
number of times the word in question occurs as the present one.

in Antiphon.

A few corrections of these
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